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EXAMPLES – HOW YOU CAN HELP UNIFY AMERICA BY WORKING WITH ROSIES
1. Interview Rosies and be sure you keep a permanent record for history
2. Organize a Ring a Bell for Rosies in your community at the same moment bells are
rung around America and other nations with Rosies
3. Hold art contests and submit art to “Thanks!”
4. Tell government leaders to take simple, inexpensive action such as:
A. Get bridges, roads and buildings named “Rosie the Riveter”
B. Get a Postage Stamp that honors Rosies
C. Create Community Gardens that teach about Victory Gardens
D. Get support for the American Rosie Movement, which does not lead by protest
or blame, but follows Rosies’ work ethic, cooperative spirit, and commitment to
America and freedom.
5. Plant pink dogwood trees (the species Rosies chose to represent them)
6. Install bluebird nest boxes (the species Rosies chose to represent them)
7. Write about Rosies and the American Rosie Movement, and share your writing
8. Hold events for Rosies and be sure to invite allied nations, young women
who need to be inspired to do new things, and school children.
9. Take a Rosie to a school, bet photos and keep her story in the library.
10. Design displays for Rosies and put them in public places.
11. Ask Senior Centers, Historic Societies, geriatric specialists, home health
agencies, etc. find women who worked on the home front during WWII.
12. Ask women in science, technology, engineering and math to advertise with a Rosie
about the benefits of these jobs to women and America.
13. Ask businesses and others to sponsor work with Rosies.
14. Tell people that the American Rosie Movement is important – and we all should
educate and do first-rate work with Rosies, while we can.
15. Communicate to America that . . . ,

“We pull better when we pull together!”
The time is right, but it’s almost gone.
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